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FOREWORD

With the introduction of modern technology in the
Engineering Department virtually in all the fields of creation
and maintenance of assets, whether it is Permanent Way,
Bridges or Structures, combined with introduction of trains
with higher speeds and higher axle loads, there has been
corresponding growth of several Manuals in Engineering
Department. These Manuals lay down a check-list of various
inspection schedules and directives related to them. Also, a
very large area of desirable Inspection Schedules and
their methodology had been left to the discretion of the Chief
Engineers of Zonal Railways. It is natural that with the multifold
increase in the variety of assets and trades involved, it is
difficult for an individual, in a particular post, to quickly assess
one’s responsibilities in regard to the number and kind of
inspections which are laid down in various Manuals and
circulars and are required to be carried out. It is hoped that
this Manual will help Engineering officials to achieve better
standards of execution and maintenance, ensuring safety,
economy and efficiency.

12th January, 2016
Secunderabad.                                          (Ravindra Gupta)

∫ƒyã¸ TÏõoÁ
Ravindra Gupta

™“Áü§ÊáN˛

tuqm ™ÜÆ ∫z¬ƒz

∫z¬ uå¬Æ™, uÃNĘ̂ t∫Á§Át-71

General Manager
South Central Railway
Rail Nilayam, Sec-71.
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MESSAGE

I am glad to issue the updated Booklet of 'Inspection
Schedules for Officials of Engineering Department' incorporat-
ing the revised inspection schedules issued under ACS No. 132
to IRPWM in 2013. The Manual of Inspection Schedule was
issued by Railway Board in the year 2000 advising Zonal
Railways to augment and supplement these schedules to suit
the local and contemporary requirements. With the introduc-
tion of modern technology in the Engineering Department,
whether it is Permanent Way, Bridges or Structures, Track
Machines, there has been corresponding growth of several
Manuals (IRPWM, IRWM, IRBM, IRTMM) for systematic
maintenance of the various assets of Engineering Department.
These Manuals lay down a check-list of various inspection
schedules and directives related to them.

It is hoped that this updated Inspection Schedules will
help Engineering officials to follow the schedules with an
object to achieve better standards of execution and
maintenance, ensuring safety, economy and efficiency.

January, 2016

Secunderabad,                                           ( S.N.SINGH )

LÃ.Lå. uÃÊ“
S.N. Singh

üáÁå ™ÏPÆ EußÆÊoÁ
Principal Chief Engineer
South Central Railway
V Floor, Rail Nilayam,
Secunderabad - 71.
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MESSAGE

The Manual of Inspection Schedules for the officials of
Engineering Department was brought out first time in year
2000 by Railway Board. The schedules are now modified/
corrected complying to the correction slips issued to Manuals
and Railway Board circulars issued up to 2015.

Traditionally, engineers inherited an excellent system
of carrying out inspections in various walks of their functioning
which ensured safety, economy and efficiency.  From quite some
time, it was felt that because of proliferation and enlargement
of the engineering cadre, we have lost on the fronts of quality
of execution & maintenance of assets, which is the main cause
for ineffectiveness of the inspections carried out at different
levels.

Suggested schedules are mandatory wherever these
have been picked up from the concerned Manuals already in
vogue. Remaining inspections are of recommendatory nature
and their frequencies are prescribed to be at the desirable
minimum level.

I welcome any comments and suggestions from the
divisions with a view to keep the contents update and in due
course of time, these will facilitate the issue of next edition.

January, 2016
Secunderabad,                                          ( S.P.SAHU)

LÃ. úy. ÃÁ“Ï
S.P. Sahu

™ÏPÆ ÃÊ∫qÁ EuáN˛Á∫y
Chief Safety Officer
South Central Railway
II Floor, Rail Nilayam,
Secunderabad - 71.
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“YOU CAN EXPECT MORE IF YOU INSPECT MORE” 
(Adapted from One Minute Management & Leadership by Blanchard et. Al.) 
 
A. INTRODUCTION REMARKS 
 

 

1.0   General:  
1.1 Inspections are conducted at different levels viz. Senior 

Managers, middle Managers and supervisory levels. One 
has to go down the line to ensure effectiveness of extant 
orders and system. Following guidelines in general are 
mentioned for making inspections effective and fruitful:- 

 

a)  Review of last inspections of self & those below in respect 
of quota, quality and compliance. 

 

b)  Observe whether the systems of working are as per laid 
down policy and rules.  If any amendments are required, 
necessary action is to be initiated. Availability and 
updated codes, manuals, guidelines, registers with latest 
correction slips is essential for this objective to be 
achieved.   

 
c)  Stores and Financial matters are in order and necessary 

books, records, last overhauling reports, accounts and 
audit inspections help in achieving this end.  

 

d)  Local order to suit local conditions of weather, terrain, 
culture, law and order etc. for improving efficiency with 
safety must be there. If not, these should be organised at 
appropriate levels.  

 

e)  During office inspections, maintenance of records and 
handling of various types of correspondence, pending 
letters etc. if any, reasons for non-compliance and 
remedy the same through appropriate steps. 

 
f)   Staff redressal of complaints should be done with utmost 

dedication. Human resource is the most valuable one in 
any organisation.  
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g)   This booklet has been issued to bring all the instructions 
prescribed in various Manuals at one place in a concise 
manner. In case of any doubt please refer to relevant 
Manual /Railway Board letter, which shall prevail.  

 
2.0  Feed back  
a)  All inspections carried out by Senior Section Engineer & 

ADEN to be reviewed by Divisional (Sr.DEN/Co-ord.) and 
HQ officials of Engineering Branch (Territorial HOD 
concerned). The attitude and purpose will vary from 
supervisory to managerial.   

 

b)  At Senior Sectional Engineer, ADEN/Sr. ADEN/DEN/Sr. 
DEN level, compliance has to be of utmost emphasis.  At 
Sr.DEN (Co-ord.) level and above, getting assured that 
Junior Engineers to ADEN/Sr. ADEN are carrying out full 
quota of inspection, is necessary through their official 
machinery and personal check in office and field (as and 
when required or possible).  However, 100% review of 
quota of specified inspections is a must to ensure proper 
and safe working at different levels.  It helps in pinning 
down the individual responsibility – an essential 
requirement for quality and safe output.   

 

c)  At divisional and HQ level respectively, feedback must be 
enclosed as one of the items in the PCDO to PCE and 
ME, as the case may be.  

 
3.0  Recording and transmission of Inspection Notes : 
 
       Inspection notes can be recorded in three ways: 
a)  Recording of observations in the site book/docu ment:  

There is a system of recording observations in the book 
at the site, contents of which are explained to the officials 
/ staff in local language. In case of important matters, 
even the acknowledgment to this effect is also recorded 
in the site book itself. Examples in this category are: level 
crossing books and complaint books maintained at level 
crossings in the possession of Gate Keeper himself.  
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Similar is the example of site book at the construction 
site, Keyman’s patrol book, gang diary, bridge inspection 
registers, level crossing register, register of steel 
structures etc. In this style, it is very essential to keep a 
vigil that the book or its pages are not lost and its 
custodian is well defined as well as the transmission of 
book, if at all required, is done through proper delivery 
and receipt memo in black and white.  

 
There is lot of wisdom in this style of recording 
inspections as these are not only binding on the officials 
who would comply with them but also on the inspecting 
officials who are recording them. A large number of 
safety aspects in Engg Dept are covered through these 
inspections and therefore, these should be taken very 
seriously, especially the proper maintenance and 
movement of the document and its safe custody. If there 
is any slackness, then this document is the first one of 
disappear in a crisis situation such as an accident etc.  

 
b)  By handing over a memo by Inspecting officials at s ite 

of Inspection itself:  This is usefully employed by higher 
supervisory and low managerial levels. This system 
saves time and energy which is spent in making out an 
inspection note after reaching the Headquarters and then 
sending it back to the site officials. A duplicate book 
which produces a carbon copy immediately proves to be 
handy for this purpose. It helps in reviewing one’s own 
inspections done in the past.  

 
c)   Issue of Inspection Notes after reaching HQ Of fice:  
      This system is suitable for Junior and Senior 

Administrative Grade officers. Frequently, it is observed 
that which Divisional or Zonal HQ officials conduct the 
inspection, lot of deficiencies of their own offices come to 
notice in the form of delay in approval of plans, estimates, 
allotment of materials etc., which would invariably require 
action in the office of inspecting official and the above his 
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own, rather than by the site officials.  Hence, such a note 
is very useful, especially if it is marked to the officers of 
Headquarters, who are responsible to dispose of the 
case brought from site by the inspecting official, who can 
chase the matter for appropriate timely disposal.  

 
4.0  Benefits of Site Inspections: 
 

It is very well recognised that inspections at all levels are 
multi-purpose and broadly following items can be covered 
during these: 

• Fault detection and correction 
• Feel of the site conditions 
• Decision making 
• Feedback regarding systems efficiency-availability 

of Codes/Manuals. 
• Grievance redressal. 
• Human Resource Development – on spot training 

and quality assurance. 
• Builds and team  
• Protection of Railway assets  (helps watching) 

 
 It may be mentioned that the utility of an inspection, 

basically at senior levels, can get increased multifold, if a little 
preparation is done before leaving the Headquarters and the 
site officers have a reasonable notice for the said inspections.  
 
5.0  Special Emphasis Areas of Inspection: 
 
i) Availability of Codes, Manuals and existing poli cy 

directives:  This must be ensured through physically 
checking the availability of Codes/Manuals and the 
assurance that the concerned staff is up-date with the 
knowledge required for his functioning. Needless to 
emphasize that this exercise should lay as much stress as 
possible on items related with safety and security 
(especially in dwindling law and order scenario). 
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ii) Review of inspections  of those working under the 
inspecting officers while conducting field inspections 
requires more emphasis to ascertain effectiveness of his 
inspections. 

 
iii) Office inspection – Record keeping etc. : Efficient 

functioning of an office (at any level) forms the backbone of 
bureaucracy. Proper maintenance of various records & 
handling of dak, files must be inspected and ensured, 
especially in case of subordinate officers.  

 
iv) Inspection to be objective oriented and planned:    
 

    Inspections are being viewed as fault finding rather than as 
fault remedying instruments. This would require an 
attitudinal change through training and change in the 
emphasis of the management.  Any efficient management 
believes in the following saying: 

  
“You can expect more if you inspect more”. 

  
   Needless to say that this would be true only when the 

inspections are carried out in an expert and efficient 
manner. Otherwise, like meetings not planned and 
conducted in business like manner, inspections could be 
time-wasters for all those involved and even injurious to the 
present day level of efficiency.      

 
 B.     FEED BACK OF HoDs AND PHoDs INSPECTION: 

 

The managerial inspections by the officers of heaquarters 
and above are one of the most important responsibilities for 
ensuring efficient functioning of Railways. While it is left to the 
officer to identity and pin point the areas where inspection 
emphasis should be laid down for himself, a generalised 
feed-back is also necessary. This is being done through an 
annexure of the PCDO to the Member Engineering. The 
proforma has been slightly modified and in future, the feed 
back shall be given in the following format: 
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South Central Railway 

PHoD & SAG OFFICERS' INSPECTION’ 
YEAR ...........        MONTH ..... 

Officer B No. of Safety 
inspections  

No. of Installation 
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CBE             
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CPDE             
CE TM             
CE 
(TERRI-) 

            

CE 
(TERRI-) 

            

Remark
s if any 

            

 
                             SIGNATURE OF SUBMITTING OFFICER 

NOTES: 
1. Line Trolley Inspections — Push Trolley, Motor Trolley, 

2. Line Train — Foot Plate, Rear Vehicle. 

3. Installations — Stations, Officers, Workshops, depots. 
4. CE and other SAG Officers should devote as much 

time as required for the efficient discharge of their 
respective responsibilities. These should be, as far as 
possible, in addition to accident, accompaniment of VIP, 
GM's inspections, etc. Effectiveness of inspection should 
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be the keynote for these professional inspections, for 
which enough time should be devoted to establish 
systems. 

 

5.  Minimum of two inspections per month must be done. 
 
C. INSPECTION SCHEDULE OF Sr. DEN/CO-ORDINATION 
      On most of the Railway, Sr. DEN/Co-ordination is 

designated as Sr.DEN/HQ. The major responsibility of Sr. 
DEN/ Co-ordination is in charge of man power 
management, planning, budgets and expenditure control 
etc. Apart from this, he is required to coordinate both at 
Divisional as well as Headquarter level for functioning of 
Engineering Department as a whole. Other Sr. DENs / 
DENs have been allotted sections and are fully 
responsible for proper maintenance of way and works. 
Planning and budget function etc. should not suffer.  
Besides where on some Divisions, Sr. DEN/Co-ordination 
has his own jurisdiction, he will be fully responsible for 
the same. For his territory, his quota of inspections would 
be the same as for sectional Sr.DEN/DEN of the Division. 

 
The following guidelines should be followed:- 
1.  Minimum schedule for Sectional Sr.DENs & DENs must 

be observed for territory under his charge, in case 
DEN/Sr. DEN/Co-ord. has a territorial jurisdiction. 

2.  As many as possible, inspections of different kinds 
especially related to safety should be conducted for 
verification of reported data / information. 

3.  Review of inspections of SSE (P.Way), SSE (Works), 
ADENs, Sr.ADENs and DEN/Sr.DENs should be done 
every month. 
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4. Need based inspections for which he has to have 
sensitivity through day to day working and feed back from 
Control / Engineering Control. 

5.  Accident Relief Trains and other emergency management 
measures are in order and readiness.  

D.  INSPECTION SCHEDULE OF Dy.CE/TMC OR XEN 
(TMC) IN-CHARGE  

 

Sl. 
No 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM   
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

1.0 CSM, P&C Tamper, 
DTS T-28, PQRS, 
UT, UNO, DUO 
BRM & Sleeper 
Changer 

Once in three months 
including block working.  

 

2.0 BCM, FRM, TRT Once in 45 days 
including block working. 

 

3.0 Review of 
inspections done by 
AEN/TMC, 
XEN/TMC. 

Once in a month.  
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E.    INSPECTION SCHEDULE OF SECTIONAL Sr. DEN/ DEN  

Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM 2 
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

1.0 P. Way   
1.1 Push Trolley/Motor 

trolley including 
stations and petty 
repair books 

Once in 4 month. In case 
of double/ multiple line 
sections closely running 
parallel, Trolleying on any 
one line shall be 
adequate. 
 For unimportant branch 
lines having less than 
2GMT traffic once in 6 
months. 
Entire section shall be 
covered by Push trolley 
once in a year. 

Rly Bd’s 
Lr No 
2013/CE
-II/ CS/I 
dtd 20. 
06.2013. 

1.2 Footplate / Brake-
Van / Rear window 

Once in a month to cover 
his entire section either by 
foot-plate, rear- window, 
TRC or OMS 

CE/SC’s 
Lr W.246 
/Genl 
(Pilot) dt 
11-9-2001 

1.2.1 Night Foot plate Once a month. Inspection 
should preferably be done 
between 00.00 to 04.00 hrs

Rly Bd’s 
Lr No 
2013/CE
-II/ CS/I 
dtd 20. 
06.2013 

1.3 Private Sidings When referred. 
1.4 TRC/OMS runs Accompanying each TRC 

run and alternate OMS 
run 

1.5 Points & crossings As often as possible 
during push /motor trolley 
inspection at least one 
important points and 
crossings on a passenger 
running line 

1.6 Curves Minimum of one curve in 
each AEN's section every 
four months 
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Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM  
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

1.7 Level Crossings Minimum of one per SSE 
(P.Way) every 4 months. -do- 

1.8 LWRs & SEJs During routine Motor 
trolley/ push trolley or foot 
inspections 

IRPWM 
LWR Ml 
13.1.9 

2.0 Bridges and Tunn els  
2.1 Important Bridges Minimum once a year Para-

1104, 
IRBM 
 

2.2 Bridges referred by 
AEN after his 
inspection and 
bridges call for his 
inspection after 
scrutiny of Register 

On reference 

2.3 Bridges with ORN 
1,2 or 3 

Minimum of once a year 
all those bridges for which 
the ORN is 1,2 or 3. 

2.4 Bridges having 
ORN 1 & 2 

Bridges shall be inspected 
more frequently at various 
levels. The schedule and 
level for such bridges shall 
be decided by Chief 
Bridge Engineer 
depending upon severity 
of the defects noticed 
 

ACS No. 
30 to  
Para 
1104(3) 
of IRBM 

2.5 Tunnels As necessary from safety 
point of view and on 
reference from AEN 

Para-
1005, 
IRBM 

3.0 Gangs    
3.1 Work quality Minimum one gang per 

SSE (P.Way) every 6 
months to evaluate the 
system. 

Rly Bd’s 
Lr No 
2013/CE
-II/ CS/I 
dtd 20 
.06.2013 3.2 

Equipments & 
Safety rules at 
Gangs,L-Xings etc. 

Minimum of one in six 
months to evaluate safety 
consciousness 
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Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM  
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

4.0 Patrollings    
4.1 Monsoon Patrolling Minimum  one inspection 

in two months to evaluate 
adequacy of safety 

 

4.2 Hot / Cold weather  
and Other patrolling 

As and when required.  

5.0 Night /Surprise 
Inspection 

Minimum one in 
3 months.  More intensive 
during monsoons. 

 

6.0 Washable Aprons / 
Lines 

When referred / during 
trolley inspections. 

 

7.0 Water Supply & 
other Installations 

At least once a year for all 
the important installations, 
viz. water supply, 
sanitation workshops, 
sheds, stations, colonies, 
structures etc. 

CE/Co-ord 
and Sr.DEN 
/C0-ord to 
specify the 
list of 

important 
installations 

8.0 Verification of land 
boundary & 
Encroachments 

During trolley inspections 
specially at vulnerable 
locations. Register to be 
verified& countersigned, to 
be sent to HQ once in a year. 

 

9.0  Inspection of 
ongoing works of 
construction and 
other organisation 
e.g. RVNL etc 

As much as possible 
during foot-plate /Trolley 
inspections to check 
quality and safety. 

 

10.  Review of 
Inspection by 
subordinate 

Routine checking during 
trolley inspection. 

 

11 Track Machines: 

11.1  
CSM, BCM, FRM 
(SBCM) P&C 
Tamper, DTS,09-
3X Tamping Expres 

Once two months, when 
working in section. 

ACS No. 
14 to  
IRTMM 
5.3.3 
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Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM  
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

11.2 T.28, PQRS, 
RGM, TRT   

At least once in a month  ACS No. 
14 to  
IRTMM 
5.3.3 

11.3 Worksite Tampers 
(UT/ UNO/ DUO/ 
WST etc), BRM, 
Sleeper 
Exchanger, UTV & 
all other machines 
not included above 

As per need  

12 Review of 
inspection done by 
AEN / Sr.AEN / 
SSE (P.Way)  / 
SSE (Works) 

Routine checking during 
Trolley / OMS / TRC 
Inspections. 

 

13 AT Welding site As much as possible 
during Trolley inspections. 

R B’s Lr  
2013/ 
CE-II/ 
CS/I dtd 
20.06.13 

14 Track renewal / 
Deep Screening 
site 

As much as possible 
during Trolley inspections. 

 
F.  INSPECTION SCHEDULE OF Dy. CE (Bridges ) 
 

Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM  
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

1.0 Steel work of such 
bridges  

 

Para 
1106 of 
IRBM 

 i) As called for 
inspection after 
scrutiny of register 

Once a year. 
 

 ii) As directed by 
Chief Bridge 
Engineer 

Once a year. 
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G.   INSPECTION SCHEDULE OF Sr. ADEN / ADEN 
Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM 
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

1.0 P. Way   
1.1 Push Trolley 

including stations & 
petty repair books:-  
 
a) Main line 
 

Once in Two months 
covering entire sub-
division on pro-rata 
basis systematically. 
(On sections having 
multiple lines running 
closely parallel - may be 
carried out on any of the 
lines)  

Para 
107 of 
IRPWM 
to be 
read 
with 
ACS No. 
132 dtd 
08.04.13
. b) unimportant Branch 

Line having less 
than 2 GMT traffic 

Once in three months 

1.2 Motor Trolley Nil 
1.3 Foot plate/Brake-

Van of fast train or 
TRC / OMS 

Once in a month entire 
sub-division should be 
covered 

1.3.1 Night foot plate / 
Brake Van 

Once a month preferably 
between 00.00 hrs to 
04.00 hrs 

 

1.4 Private Sidings Once in 12 months  
1.5 TRC/OMS Runs Accompanying each 

TRC and OMS run 
Para 
111 
IRPWM 

1.6 
(a) 

Points & crossings 
on  passenger & 
running lines  

Once a year 
 

Para 
107 (5) 
IRPWM 

(b) Other lines and yard 
lines 

1/10th of total every year 
on programme basis 

1.7 Curves One curve every quarter 
under each SSE(P.Way) 

Para 
107 
IRPWM 1.8 Level Crossings Once every six months 

1.9 LWRs Creep records during 
routine push trolley 
inspections 

LWRM 
Para 
9.1.7 
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Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM 
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

1.10 SEJs Once every six months 
preferably hottest and 
coldest month 

Para 
8.1.5 
LWR M 

1.11 Night lnspection Minimum once in a 
month 

 

1.12 Night Inspection 
checking of 
patrolling 

Minimum once a month 
in night by suitable 
means to match the 
local law and order 
situations. 

 

1.13 Track patrolling Hot and cold weather – 
As needed 

 

1.14 Monsoon patrolling Minimum one inspection 
every month depending 
on requirements of 
terrain.  

Para 
107 (6) 
IRPWM 

1.15 Test check of USFD 
testing 

During every trolley 
inspection  
(min. 2hrs/month) 

Para 4.3 
USFD 
Manual 

1.16 At Welding site Each site once a month  
2.0 Gangs    
2.1 Gang work including 

Equipments & Rules 
Minimum one gang per 
SSE (P.Way) every 
month.  

107(1) 
IRPWM 

3.0 Cuttings  – side 
drains, catch water 
drains & bridge 
water ways 

Once a year before 
onset of rains. 
Vulnerable cuttings to be 
decided by Sr.DEN/DEN 

223(C)  
IRPWM 
&1011 
IRBM, 

6.0 Works Inspection    
6.1 
i)
  

Railway affecting 
works / tanks 

 
 
 

List of RAWs/RATs to 
be specified by Sr.DEN / 
DEN for joint inspection 
with State authorities 
before monsoon every 
year after scrutiny of the 
report submitted by the 
local/ Govt. Body  

Para 
726 
(3b), 
IRPWM 
&  
106(d) 
IRWM  
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Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM 
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

ii)  Canal and 
Irrigation 
Crossing 

Joint inspection with 
State Government 
officers wherever 
necessary 

Para 
1103(c), 
IRBM 

6.1.1 Structures such as 
work shops running 
sheds, P.F. covers 
and foot over 
bridges 

1/5th every year on 
programme basis 

Para 
228 (a) 
IRWM 

6.1.2 C.I, W.I, or pressed 
steel plate water 
tanks and stagings 
whether of steel 
section or rails  

As required -do- 

6.1.3 Religious structures 
on Railway land 

Shall maintain a 
Register showing full 
particulars of the extent 
of each structure. 

IRWM 
Para 
818 

6.1.4 Structures with Roof 
trusses 

 
10% to 20% test check 
inspection of structures 
under each group 

IRWM 
Para 
228(a) 6.1.5 Other structures in 

which timber, rail or 
steel work used to 
support any part of 
the structure 
 

6.2 Buildings 
 i) Service Building 
ii)  Colonies 

As many buildings as 
possible particularly 
those requiring heavy 
repairs 

IRWM 
Para 
224(d)  

6.3 Water supply 
installations and 
pipe lines 

Frequently IRWM 
Para 
552 (a) 

7.0 Verification of Land 
Boundaries & 
encroachments 

Register to be verified & 
counter-signed once a 
year. 

IRWM 
Para 
813 
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Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM 
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

8.0 Inspection & 
checking of office 
and stores of  
SSE (P.Way) /  
SSE (Works) 

Minimum Once a year 
thoroughly especially 
imprest stores & its 
distribution.   
Routine inspection 
during each trolley 
inspection. 

Para 
115 
IRPWM 
& Para 
113 of 
IRWM 

8.1 Small machines 
including light duty 
tampers 

Once in six months Para 
115(b) 
IRPWM 

9.0 Track Machines   
9.1 CSM, BCM, FRM 

(SBCM) P&C 
Tamper, DTS,09-3X 
Tamping Express  

Once in a month when 
working in section 

ACS No. 
14 dated 
14.06. 
2012 to  
Para 
5.3.3 of 
IRTMM  

9.2 T.28, PQRS, RGM, 
TRT   

At least once in a 
fortnight 

9.3 Worksite Tampers 
(UT/UNO/DUO/ 
WST etc), BRM, 
Sleeper Exchanger, 
UTV and all other 
machines not 
included above 

At least once in a period 
of working in their 
section. 

10.0 REVIEW of 
Inspections by 
SSE / JE (P.Way), 
SSE / JE (Works), 
MATES, KEY MEN 

SSE/JE (P.Way), SSE 
(Works) – routine 
inspection 100% during 
trolley inspections.   
 

For other staff, (other 
than SSE (P.Way), and 
SSE(Works) - once in 
three months. 

 

11.0 Specified joint 
inspection with 
AEE / ASTE / AME 

Once in a year or as 
specified.  
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Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM 
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

12.0 Bridges    
i) All bridges including 

ROBs / ROBs of 
covering foundation, 
sub structure, 
superstructure, 
protective works, 
track over bridges, 
approaches except 
detailed inspections 
of superstructure of 
composite, R.C.C., 
PSC slab bridges. 

Once a year after 
Monsoon 

Para 
102 
IRBM 

ii) General condition of 
steel work of all 
girders, Bridges, 
PSC, RCC, 
composite and their 
bearings. 

Once a year after 
Monsoon 

Para 
102, 
IRBM 

iii) Bridges whose 
Condition warrants 
special attention 

To be inspected more 
frequently 

Para 
509 
IRBM 

iv) Bridges having ORN 
1 & 2 

Bridges shall be inspected 
more frequently at various 
levels. The schedule and 
level for such bridges shall 
be decided by Chief Bridge 
Engineer depending upon 
severity of the defects 
noticed 

ACS No. 
30 to 
IRBM 

13.0 Tunnels    
13.1 Every tunnel on the 

sub division 
Once a year before 
monsoon 

1004 
IRBM 

13.2 The Tunnels, 
condition of which 
warrant special 
attention 

To be inspected more 
frequently 

Para 
1004 , 
IRBM 
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H. INSPECTION SCHEDULE OF NOMINTED DEN FOR 
BRIDGE WORK/ DEN (BRIDGE) XEN(BRIDGE) / ABE 
/ADEN(BRIDGE) FOR BRIDGE WORK 

 
Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM  
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

1 Inspection of steel 
Girders  

10% test check of the 
bridges inspected by 
SSEs(Bridges) every 
year.  
In addition bridges 
referred by SSE(Bridge) 

Para-
105, 
IRBM 

2 Inspection of girders 
having loss of 
camber / Distress 
Girder 

Once a year Para-
105 
IRBM 

3 PRC, RCC and 
composite girder 

10% test check of the 
bridges inspected by 
BRIs every year 

Para-
105 
IRBM 

4 Bridge specifically 
referred by SSE 
(Bridge) and Bridges 
which call for 
inspection after 
scrutiny of register 

Need based Para-
1105 
IRBM 

5 Inspection of steel 
structure 
(workshops/loco 
sheds and other 
light steel structures) 

Once in five years Para-
901,  
IRBM 

6 Review of 
Inspections done by 
his junior officials 

100% during the year  

7 Inspection of stores 
and office, if any 

100% during the visit of 
site 
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I. INSPECTION SCHEDULE OF ADEN (TMC) LINE  
 

Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM S 
CHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

1.0 CSM, Unimat, DTS, 
Unomatic, 
Duomatic, UT, T-28, 
PQRS, BRM 

Once in a month Para-
5.3.2 (ii) 
of   
IRTMM 

2.0 BCM, SBC Once in a fortnight -do- 
3.0 TRT Once in a week -do- 
NOTE: He should attend the major (more than 3 days) 
breakdowns on the machines under his charge and also 
inspect the machines under annual overhaul.  
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J. INSPECTION SCHEDULE FOR SENIOR SECTION   
ENGINEER (P.WAY) IN-CHARGE 

Sl.   
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM 
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

1.0 P. Way   
1.1 a) Push Trolley  

 
b) In section, where 

no separate 
inspection is 
carried out by J.E. 

Once a Month or more 
often in a systematic 
manner in which all 
gangs shall be 
inspected. 
 
Once a fortnight. 

ACS 
No.132 
IRPWM  
for 
sections 
of PRC 
sleeper 
machine 
maintain
ed  

1.2 Footplate & Brake-
van 

Once a Month  

1.2.1 Night foot plate Once a Month 
(preferably be done 
between 00.00hrs to 
04.00hrs). 

 

1.3 Private sidings At least once in there 
months 

 

1.4 TRC/OMC Accompanying each 
TRC and OMS run 

 

1.5 Inspection on foot As much as possible. At 
least Once a year on pro 
rata basis so as to cover 
entire section. 
 

 

1.6 
(a) 

Points & crossings 
on Passenger and 
running lines 

 Once in three months 
by rotation between SSE 
(P.Way) & JE (P.Way) 

Para 
124 (3) 
IRPWM 

(b) 1) Other running 
lines and yard 
lines 

 

Once in six months (by 
rotation between 
sectional Jr.Engineer & 
Sr.Section Engineer 
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Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM   
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

 2)  For major yards 
where the no. of 
Points & crossings 
are more than 100 

Once a Year 
 

Para 
124 (3) 
IRPWM  

c) Points & Crossing 
on PSC sleepers 

Once in a year - 
Detailed inspection as 
per Para 237/5 
(Annexure-2/6) and  
other inspections (a&b) 
as per Annexure-2/6(A) 
of IRPWM by rotation 
between sectional SSE 
(P.Way) & JE (P.Way). 
 

1.7 Curves Once in 6 months (by 
rotation between 
sectional J.E and SSE), 
except for group A&B 
routes in BG where the 
check should be 
conducted once in every 
4 months.  

Para 
124 (4) 
IRPWM 

1.8 Level crossing : 
Manned / Un-
manned - 
equipments, rules, 
track and gates 

Once in a Month Para 
124 (2) 
IRPWM 
 

1.9 Gangs:- 
Quality of work, 
equipment and 
Knowledge about 
safely rules 

Once a Month.  

1.10 LWRs & SEJs Once a fortnight during 
two coldest and two 
hottest months. 
Otherwise once in two 
months 

LWR 
Manual 
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Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM 
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

1.11 SWRs-Creep / Gap 
Survey 

Once a Year (before 
onset of Summer) 

 

2.0 Patrollings    
2.1 Track patrolling   
2.1.1 Equipment. At least once a month  
2.1.2 Rules At least once a fortnight  
2.1.3 Night inspection 

including temporary 
engineering fixed 
signals and level 
crossing gates 

At least once a month 
through suitable mode 
depending on need for 
the area. 

 

2.2 Monsoon patrolling At least one inspection 
a fortnight 

 

2.3 Hot / Cold weather 
patrolling 

Frequently need based 
during hottest / coldest 
temperature. 

IRPWM     

3.0 Bridges & Tunnels    
3.1 Bridges & water way: 

i) The Track and 
approaches 

ii) Runoff frames if 
any and footpath 

At least once a year 
prior to monsoon 

Para-
117, 
IRBM 

3.2 Tunnels Once a year after 
monsoon 

1001 
IRBM 

4.0 Cutting  - Specially 
vulnerable identified 
by Sr. DEN/DEN - to 
be recorded in a 
register 

Once after monsoon. 
More frequent 
inspections if past 
history and vulnerability 
so requires. 

Para-
1011, 
IRBM 

5.0 Pit Lines  Once in a year (pit line 
track and its 
approaches)  

 

6.0 Washable Aprons 
/Lines 

At least once a year 
(jointly with SSE(Works) 

 

7.0 
a) 

Land boundary 
verification in block 
section 

Once in a year  
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Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM   
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

b) Inspection for 
Encroachment in 
block section 

Once in a month.  

8.0 Track machines    
8.1 Inspection of pre-

tamping, during 
tamping and post 
tamping operations 
during working of 
track machines 

Once at the time of 
tamping 

ACS No. 
14 to 
IRTMM 

8.2 All small machines 
including light duty 
(Chinese-type) 
tamper 

Once in a fortnight IRPWM 
Para 
124 (d)  

9.0 Joint inspection of Points & Crossings   
9.1 Interlocked point on 

passenger running 
lines 

Once in 3 months with 
SSE (S &T) if not done 
by sectional J. E. 

 

9.2 Interlocked points 
on other than 
passenger running 
lines 

Once in 6 months with 
Sr.Section Engineer 
(S&T) if not done  by 
Sectional J. E. 

 

10.0 Review of 
Inspections done by 
J.Es, Mate, Key-
men and Patrollers 
etc. 

During each inspection   
atleast once a month. 
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K.   INSPECTION SCHEDULE OF S.S.E.(P.Way) (Not 
in-charge) / JUNIOR ENGINEER (P.WAY) 

 

Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM   
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

1.0 P.WAY   
1.1 Push Trolley At least once a fortnight 

systematically. 
139(1) 
IRPWM  

1.2 Footplate&Brakevan Once a month  
1.3 Private sidings Once in three months  
1.4 TRC / OMS Runs. Accompanying alternate 

with Senior Section 
Engineer 

 

1.5 Inspection on foot At least once in six 
months in a systematic 
manner (every month on 
pro rata basis so as to 
cover entire of running 
track). 

 

1.6 
(a) 

Points & crossings 
on Passenger and 
running lines 

Once in three months 
(by rotation between 
sectional J.E. and Sr. 
Section Engineer) 

Para 
139 (2) 
IRPWM 

(b) 1) Other running 
lines and yard 
lines 

 

Once in six months (by 
rotation between 
sectional J.E. and Sr. 
Section Engineer) 

 2)  For major yards 
where the no. of 
Points & crossings 
are more than 100 

Once a year 
 

c) Points & Crossing 
on PSC sleepers 

Once in a year detailed 
inspection as per para 
237/5 (Annexure-2/6) 
and other inspections 
(a&b) as per Annexure-
2/6(A) by rotation 
between Sectional SSE 
& JE (P.Way) 
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Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM   
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

1.7 Curves 

 

Once in SIX months all 
curves (by rotation 
between sectional JE 
and Senior Section 
Engineer) except for 
Group A & B routes in 
BG where the check 
should be conducted 
once in every 4 months 

ACS No. 
132 to 
IRPWM 
Para 
139 (3) 

1.8 Level crossings: 
manned & 
unmanned: 
equipments, rules, 
track & gates 

Once a month IRPWM 
139 (4) 

1.9 Gangs:    
1.9.1 Gang Work Once a fortnight 

 
 

1.9.2 Equipment Once a month  
1.9.3 Rules Once a month  
1.10 LWRs and SEJs Once a fortnight during 

two coldest and two 
hottest months. 
Otherwise once in two 
months 

Para 
8.1.5 
LWR 
manual 
(1996) 

2.0 Patrolling    
2.1 Track patrolling Once in week  
2.1.1 Equipment Once a month  
2.1.2 Rules Once a week  
2.1.3 Night inspection 

including temporary 
Engineering fixed 
signals & Level 
Crossing Gates 

Once a fortnight  

2.2 Monsoon patrolling 
(to cover the 
sections in rotation) 

One inspection a week 
by rotation with SSE 
(P.Way) ln-charge 
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Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM   
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

2.3 Hot/Cold weather 
patrolling 

Need based during 
hottest / coldest 
temperature - Minimum 
of once a week. 

IRPWM 

3.0 Inspection  of pit 
Lines 

Once in six months.  

4.0 
a) 

Land boundary 
verification in block 
section 

Once in six months.  

b) Inspection for 
Encroachment in 
block section 

Once in a Fortnight.  

5.0 Joint Inspection of Points & Crossings   
5.1 Interlocked points on 

passenger running 
lines. 

Once in 3 months with 
J.E.(S&T), if not done by 
S.S.E. 

 

5.2 Interlocked points on 
other than 
passenger running 
lines. 

Once in 6 months with 
S.S.E.(S&T), if not done 
by S.S.E. 

 

6.0 Review of 
inspections done by 
Mate, Keyman & 
Patrollers.    

During various day and 
night inspections to 
ensure safety rules and 
equipment.  
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L.   INSPECTION SCHEDULE OF SENIOR SECTION 
ENGINEER (WORKS) / IN-CHARGE  

 

Sl.  
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM 
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

1.0 Building All buildings to be 
systematically inspected 
once a year and parti-
culars of repairs 
submitted to the AEN.  

IRWM 
Para 
224 

2.0 Structure - Structural steel & Timber works   
2.1 Structure such as 

workshop running 
sheds, P.F. covers 
&, Foot over bridge 
 

Once a Year 
during prescribed 
months 

IRWM 
Para 
228 

2.2 C.I., W.I or pressed 
steel plate water 
tanks and stagings 
whether of steel 
section or rails. 

Once  a year  on a 
programme basis. 

2.3 a) Structures with 
roof trusses;  

b) Other structures 
in which timber, 
rail or steel work 
is used to 
support any part 
of structure; 

c) Tie rods of arch 
roofs excluding 
jack arches;  

d) W. I. or M. S. 
tanks on sleeper 
cribs at 
temporary 
watering station / 
kilometerage. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Once a year during the 
prescribed month. 
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Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM   
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

3.0 Water supply 
installations, 
sewerage 
installations & 
drainage 
arrangements. 

Once a year Para 
224(e) 
IRWM 

4.0 Stations (checking 
petty repair book 
and arranging 
repairs) 

Frequently. Para 
225(a) 
IRWM 

5.0 Inspection /  maintenance of Bridges  
 

 

5.1 Foundation, sub-
structure, river 
training & protection 
works, Bed Blocks 
of all bridges 
including ROB/ 
RUBs of all types 

Once a year during pre-
monsoon period  

ESO 74 

5.2 Superstructure of all 
bridges including 
ROB/ RUBs of all 
types excluding 
those having Steel, 
PSC or composite 
girders 
 

Once a year during pre-
monsoon period 

ESO 74 

5.3 Platform shelters, 
All water tanks 
including staging 
(RCC & Steel) 
Concrete slab & 
stair case of FOBs 

Once in a year ESO 74 

 Tunnels Once a year after 
monsoon 

 

6.0 Washable Aprons & 
Pit Lines  

Once a year (jointly with 
S.S.E(P.Way) 
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Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM   
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

7.0     
a) 

Land boundary 
verification within / 
around the colony 
premises /station 

Once a year. Para 
813 

IRWM 

 b)  Joint Inspection for 
Encroachment with 
RPF within / around 
the colony premises 
/ station 

Once a month.  

8.0 Colony Care 
Committee 
Inspections 

Once in three months Para 
225 

IRWM 
9.0 SIG (Station 

Improvement 
Group) Inspection. 

As prescribed by 
authorities. 

Para 
225 

IRWM 
10.0 Review of 

inspection done by 
JE (Works), 
complaint books, 
mate & other artisan 

As and when required  

 
M.       INSPECTION SCHDULE OF CFO (TMC) LINE 
 

Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM  SCHEDULE AUTHO
RITY 

1.0 CSM, Unimat, DTS. 
Unomatic, 
Duomatic, Ut,  
T-28, PQRS BRM 

Once in a fortnight Para 
5.3.2 (ii) 

of 
IRTMM 

2.0 BCM, SBC Once in a week 
3.0 TRT During all working 

blocks 

NOTE:  He should attend the (more than 3 days) breakdowns 
on the machines under his charge and also inspect 
the machines under annual overhaul, IOH and POH. 
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N.  SENIOR SECTION ENGINEER / JUNIOR ENGINEER / 
BRIDGE  

Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM   
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

1.0 Bearings and 
Superstructure of  
all Bridges / girders  
including that of 
ROBs/RUBs  of 
Steel, PSC & 
composite girders 

Detailed inspection: 
Once in five years.  
20% per year 
 
General inspection – 
once in a year 

Para 
1102, 
IRBM 
  
& 
ESO 74 

1.1  Camber of PSC 
girders & open web 
steel girders 

Once in a year ESO 74 

1.2  Bridges having 
ORN 1 & 2 

Bridges shall be 
inspected more 
frequently at various 
levels. The schedule 
and level for such 
bridges shall be decided 
by Chief Bridge 
Engineer depending 
upon severity of the 
defects noticed 

ACS No. 
30 to 
IRBM 

1.3 Under water 
inspection: 
a) Routine/Swim 
b) Detailed 
c) Special 

 
 
a) Once in a year 
b) Once in 5 years 
c) As considered 

necessary 

ESO 74 

1.4  Steel foot over 
bridges and flood 
light towers 
 

Once in 5 years ESO 74 

1.5  Non-destructive 
testing of bridges  

Need based ESO 74 

1.6 Instrumentation of 
bridges 

Need based ESO 74 
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Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

MINIMUM   
SCHEDULE 

AUTHO
RITY 

2.0 Welded girders Once in 3 years.  
The initial inspection 
being carried out one 
year after Installation 

Para-
1102, 
IRBM 

3.0 Girders which are 
overstressed and 
kept under 
observations 

At least once a year Para-
1102, 
IRBM 

4.0 Super structure of 
all PSC / RCC / 
Composite Girders 

Once in 5 years.  
The initial inspection 
being carried out one 
year after Installation 

Para-
1102, 
IRBM 

5.0 Steel structure of  
workshops/Loco 
sheds including 
track over the 
gantry, gantry 
girders and their 
connections with 
columns 

Once in a year  Para 
901, 
IRBM 
ESO 74 

6.0 Review of 
Inspections done by 
JE on Open Line 

As and when required 
by S.S.E in-charge 

 

 
 

* * *  
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Corrections to Schedules 

Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

REVISED  
SCHEDULE 

REF. 
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Corrections to Schedules 

Sl. 
No. 

ITEM OF 
INSPECTION 

REVISED  
SCHEDULE 

REF. 
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NOTES 
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